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Past Continuous &nbsp;is one of the most frequently used tenses, that's why it is necessary for every intelligent and educated person
to know it. This WebQuest&nbsp;will definitely help you.&nbsp;Here you can find ways to form Past Continues, examples of tenses in
Past Continuous(Interrupted Action in the Past, Specific Time as an Interruption, Parallel Actions, Atmosphere, Repetition and
Irritation with "Always", While vs. When), Non-Continuous Verbs / Mixed Verbs, Adverb Placement, also you can find some exercises
and related topics.Furthermore, you can find some interesting tests, which can help you to improve your skills.

By the time you have finished this WEbQuest, you will learn how to use Past Continuous tense. Here you can find an additional
sourses which can help you im your studies, for example there are many Websites with general rules and exaples of using Past
Coninuous. Moreover, you can find some pictures with generel rules of using Past Continuous and some intresting and educational
online lessons on the Youtube Channel «Crown Academy of English». Furthermore, there is a test which can check your knowledge
about Past Continuous with the keys to check yourself.If cant read English well, most of the pages with rules will be written in Russian.

To begin with, i will introduce you the general rules of Past Continuous tense such as ways to form Past Continuous and also when
should we use this time.&nbsp;The next step will be an introduction of examples of using this tenseIn addition to this, you should
watch videos where you can find necessary information explained by a native speaker which can also bring you some benefits.And
the final step will be to pass the test which will help you to realize what weak points do you have and about what accepts you dont
need to worry anymore.

1. Read when do we use Past Continuos2.Read the examples&nbsp;3. The next step is to find out how to form this tense4.To crown
it all, you should write the tests and check youself

Category and Score

Beggining

Developing

Very Good

Excellent

Correctly identifies Past
Continuous tense.

Read when do we use
this tense

Read some sentenses

Try to make up your
own examples of this
tense

Compare Past
Continuous with other
mistakes

Learn how to form Past
Continuous

Read the rule

Read the examples

Make up your own
examples

Do the tests correctly

Write the tests

Read the task attentively

Make your suggestions

Consult the rule again

Give the right answer

Total Score

Nice job!You have learnt a lotIf you forget some details, you can always come back to this WebQuestCongratulations!!!
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If you dont know how to explain this material to your pupil, you can consult the websites which I have found for you
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